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Abstract: Imaging  technology  has  taken  remarkable  strides  in  recent  years,  and

digital images can now be snapped from a range of handheld devices, like the mobile,

wearables, tabs, and camcorder. These images are shared on social networks day in

and out. On the other hand, software tools for photo editing have seen a new rise

since the  inception of  social  networks  and filtering  is  just  a  few clicks  away on a

smartphone.  These modern advancements in image editing tools  have eroded the

trust  of  digital  images,  thereby  challenging  the  integrity  and  authenticity  of  the

image. These technologies enable any amateur user to enhance their images on the

fly  that  makes  an  impact  and  concern  in  the  digital  forensics  community.   Two

fundamental questions are to be answered in digital image forensic analysis. First and

foremost, is to identify whether the given Image is altered or not? Secondly, does the

given image is acquired from the specified source camera model or not ? 

To promote value additions to the solutions on the aforementioned questions and to

strengthen  the  image  forensic  analysis.  The  Anti-Forensic  Contrast  Enhancement



Detector (AFCED) is a method used to detect whether the given image is altered or

not.  The  existing  standard  detectors  perform  well  for  tampered  images,  but  the

performance of the same detector degrades when subjected to Anti-forged images

specifically using contrast enhancement. The AFCED overcomes this degradation and

performs  better  even  though  the  image  is  subject  to  tampered  and  anti-forged.

AFCED uses image collections from Dresden and wiki-art dataset to build a classifier

to classify tampered and untampered images.  On the other hand the Source Camera

Identifier (SCI)  is  a deep net framework intended to identify the given image that

belongs to a specific camera or not.  SCI  tried to characterize and learn the subtle

pattern/signature of the camera using deep networks,  the proposed SCI is  framed

with two functional blocks of deep nets namely, the Normalized Residue extractor

(NRE)  and  Source  Camera  Identification  (SCI)  network.  This  unified  architectural

representation  of  the  SCI  framework  could  be  treated  as  a  general  deep  net

framework to learn the subtle noise pattern of a given camera.
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